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April 2020 

 
AB Luxembourg Funds Q&A 

MIFID II COSTS & CHARGES 
 

Q1: HOW ARE THE AB LUX FUNDS IMPACTED? 

The AB Lux Funds are not directly subject to the MiFID costs and charges requirements.  However, the AB 

Lux Funds are sold through EU distributors who are MiFID firms and are subject to MiFID II requirements.  

One of these requirements is to obtain costs and charges information from all products they distribute into 

the EU. Therefore, the AB Lux Funds must produce this information in order to allow the EU distributors to 

sell the funds in the EU in compliance with MiFID II.  

 

Q2: WHAT ARE THE MIFID II COSTS & CHARGES DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS? 

MiFID II requires that MiFID firms disclose several key cost and charges figures to their clients, chiefly: 

management fees, total on-going costs, transaction charges, and performance fees. As from January 2018, 

MiFID firms are required to present ex-ante versions of these data points to their clients. 

The AB Lux Funds have always reported costs and charges and the MiFID requirements do not include any 

additional or new costs. 

 

Q3: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EX-ANTE AND EX-POST REPORTING? 

Ex-ante costs and charges are the expected costs and associated charges that we estimate an investor will 

incur. Ex-post costs are the actual costs incurred by a particular AB Lux Funds. Ex-post costs were provided 

in March 2020 for costs incurred in 2019. 

 

Q4: WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE TRANSACTION COSTS FIGURE? 

Transaction costs included explicit and implicit costs: 

• Explicit costs: A cost charged to and paid directly by the account to purchase and sell financial 

instruments. It includes broker commission, transaction taxes and exchange fees. 
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• Implicit costs: Includes transaction costs embedded in the bid-offer spread and the response of the 

market to a trade or the timing of a trade (market impact, opportunity cost, delay costs). 

 

• Impact of swing pricing: Where an AB Lux Fund employs its swing pricing policy, if applicable, the 

impact of any compensation applied to reduce the actual transaction costs borne by the AB Lux 

Fund is factored into the transaction cost calculation. 

 

Q5: CAN TRANSACTION COSTS BE NEGATIVE? 

The transaction cost figure includes an element of implicit cost (“slippage”) which is the difference between 

the mid-market price at the time the trade is sent to the market (“arrival price”) and the eventual execution 

price of the trade. It is possible for the slippage cost to be negative; for example, when buying an asset, 

the arrival price might be higher than the actual price paid. 

 

Q6: ARE TRANSACTION COSTS COMPONENTS BROKEN OUT IN THE EUROPEAN MIFID TEMPLATE (EMT)? 

No, the European guidelines and EMT template call for a single transaction cost number.  

 

Q7: DO ALL FUND PROVIDERS CALCULATE TRANSACTION COSTS IN THE SAME WAY? 

No, regulatory guidelines and local market practices allow for different approaches. We know that fund 

providers will employ an array of approaches such as the PRIIPs simplified approach (using asset-based 

spreads or swing pricing factors) and the full PRIIPs method (a.k.a. the “arrival price” methodology). 

It is important to note that the use of different methodologies may contribute to variances in reported 

transaction costs across fund providers with similar strategies and asset classes. 

 

Q8: WHY DID AB CHOOSE THE FULL PRIIPS METHODOLOGY IN CALCULATING TRANSACTION COSTS? 

We believe the full PRIIPs methodology allows for the greatest alignment with transaction costs 

experienced over the full prior calendar year. We caution, however, that the transaction cost number may 

not be indicative of a client’s prior or expected experience, as size of investment, holding period, or the 

effect of actual invoked swing pricing will all determine circumstances.  
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Q9: HOW OFTEN WILL AB REFRESH COSTS & CHARGES? 

We intend to refresh the ex-post figures on an annual basis. 

 

Q10: WHEN WILL AB REPORT THE EX-POST COSTS FOR 2020 CALENDAR YEAR? 

We intend to report next ex-post costs and charges covering the 2020 calendar year in Q1 2021. 

 

Q11: WHICH VERSION OF THE EMT DOES AB PUBLISH? 

We use EMT v.1 and we are in the process of preparing for the transition to v.3. We will complete the 

transition by the industry target of year-end. 
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